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Abstract
Research background: The state of financial distress or imminent bankruptcy are very difficult
situations that the management of every company wants to avoid. For these reasons, prediction of
company bankruptcy or financial distress has been recently in a focus of economists and scientists
in many countries over the world.
Purpose of the article: Various financial indicators, mostly financial ratios, are usually used to
predict the financial distress. In order to create a strong prediction model and a statistically significant prediction of bankruptcy, it is advisable to use a deep statistical analysis of the data. In this
paper, we analysed the real financial ratios of Slovak companies from the year 2017. In the phase
of data preparation for further analysis, we checked the existence of outliers and found that there
are some companies that are multivariate outliers because are significantly different from other
companies in the database. Thus, we deeply focused on these outlying companies and analysed
whether to be an outlier is a sign of financial distress.
Methods: We analysed whether there are much more non-prosperous companies in the set of
outlier companies and if their financial indicators are significantly different from those of the
prosperous companies. For these analyses, we used testing of the statistical hypotheses, such as
the test for equality of means and chi-square test.
Findings & Value added: The ratio of non-prosperous companies between the outliers is significantly higher than 50% and the attributes of non-prosperity and being an outlier are dependent.
The means of almost all financial ratios of prosperous and non-prosperous companies among
outliers are significantly different.
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Introduction
Identification of the impending financial problems of the company can be
important not only for company owners or managers, but also for business
partners, potential or existing creditors or for employees (Kral et al., 2018,
pp. 282–294). This is why the issue of prediction of financial distress has
been important in recent decades and is of importance also nowadays. For
early detection of impending problems in the analysed company, prediction
models are usually used (Siekelova et al., 2017, pp. 3–10). Their task is to
evaluate the financial health of the company based on selected financial
indicators. Subsequently, the company should identify imminent financial
troubles or even bankruptcy in advance (Kral et al., 2016, pp. 224–231). In
these prediction models, financial indicators of the companies are usually
used. The most used ones are financial ratios (Zvarikova et al., 2017, pp.
143–155). In order to create a functioning prediction model with high prediction ability, it is important to undergo the data preparation phase and
deeper statistical analysis of these prediction variables. For this reason, we
deeply focus on the financial ratios of the Slovak companies to check the
existence of potential outlying or extreme values. The outliers can significantly influence the results of statistical analyses and tests. Therefore, as
a standard practice, it is appropriate to consider exclusion of such extreme
values from further analyses not to distort the values of statistical characteristics, test results and resulting prediction models. However, on the other
hand, extreme or outlying values of some financial indicators of the company may be important in identifying its financial difficulties.
The main aim of this study is to focus deeply on the Slovak companies
being marked as potential multivariate outliers with respect to the values of
all financial ratios of all companies in the dataset. The purpose of this study
is to make a deeper analysis in order to discover whether there is any connection between being an outlier and being a non-prosperous company.
Multivariate outliers were detected using Mahalanobis distance according to Tabachnick and Fidell (2012). To identify the dependence between
the features “to be an outlier” and “to be a non-prosperous company”,
standard Pearson chi-square independence test is used (Benhamou &
Melot, 2018). The difference between the proportions of non-prosperous
companies in a dataset of potential outliers and in a dataset of non-outliers
is tested by the test of equality of the proportions (Eberhardt & Flinger,
1977, pp. 151–155). Finally, mean values of financial ratios of prosperous
and non-prosperous companies in the set of outlying companies are compared by t-test (Wilks, 1946, pp. 257–281).
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In the area of bankruptcy prediction models, the Authors mostly focus
on either checking the suitability of older established models for specified
country or companies, or correcting the parameters of these models, or
creating new models using various methods. As in this study, we focused
on the deeper analysis of data used for bankruptcy prediction modelling, we
consider this study to be a pioneer in this area. Its contribution is the innovative approach to the analysis of outliers in relation to the prosperity of the
company.
This article is divided into five main parts. The literature review summarizes the current status of publications in the field of bankruptcy prediction
models and highlights the place of the study in this field. The next section
describes the used data, the set hypotheses, and the methods of their verification. The third part presents the results and their interpretation. The discussion evaluates and summarizes the results. The last part, the conclusion,
contains a general summary of the article and its results, research limitations and suggestions for the future direction of research.

Literature review
The creation of bankruptcy prediction models has been the subject of analysis for many authors in different countries over the last years. The first
prediction models were created at the end of the 1960s by well-known authors, such as Beaver (1966), Altman (1968), and then in 1980s by Ohlson
(1980), Zmijewski (1984), and others. Currently, there are hundreds of
prediction models being developed in different countries over the world.
Many of them are used in economic practice. The models were created
using real data about financial indicators of selected companies by various
methods. Some of them are based on historically known discriminant analysis and logistic regression (for example Jing & Fang, 2017, pp. 235–256;
Barkar, 2017, pp. 658–672; Szetela et al., 2016, pp. 839–856; Lohk & Siimann, 2016, pp. 297–306) or even more modern methods of neural networks (Dima & Vasilache, 2016, pp. 127–143), genetic algorithms, classification trees (Brozyna et al., 2016, pp. 93–114), and random forests (Jabeur & Fahmi, 2017, pp. 1173–1186). Several prediction models were created also in Slovakia. In addition to already known models of Chrastinova
developed in 1998 and Gurcik developed in 2002, several Slovak authors
tried to create a prediction model with the best classification power, such as
Gavliak (2006, pp. 65–69); Bielikova et al. (2014, pp. 48–56); Harumova
and Janisova (2014, pp. 522–539); Mihalovic (2016, pp. 101–118); Kovacova and Kliestik (2017, pp. 775–791); Gavurova et al. (2017, pp. 370–
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383). Researchers from Slovakia also deal with the application of existing
models to predict the financial difficulties of companies in Slovakia (Delina
& Packova, 2013, pp. 101–112; Adamko & Svabova, 2016, pp. 64–71;
Valaskova et al., 2017, pp. 30–38).
Several authors have also dealt with the occurrence of outliers in data
used for bankruptcy prediction models in recent years. However, they
mostly examined the impact of outliers on the resulting prediction power of
the models created. For example, Tsai and Cheng (2012, pp. 333–342)
studied bankruptcy prediction performance achieved after removal of different outlier volumes from datasets. Linares-Mustaros et al. (2018, pp. 1–
10) dealt with problems occurring in financial ratios, such as the occurrence
of outliers, in using cluster analysis to classify firms according to their financial structures. Alrawashdeh et al. (2018, pp. 284–298) wanted to eliminate the problem of the high sensitivity of the linear discriminant analysis
to outliers in data and to improve the classification ability of created models also in bankruptcy prediction. Figini et al. (2017, pp. 91–97) in their
study described novel approaches to predict default for SMEs by detecting
multivariate outliers.
Pawelek et al. (2015, pp. 164–173) made an empirical study about the
influence of detecting and eliminating outliers on the effectiveness of the
bankruptcy prediction logit model for Polish companies. In this study and
also in their subsequent studies (Kostrzewska et al., 2016, pp. 72–81;
Pawelek et al., 2017, pp. 29–42) the authors considered both univariate and
multivariate methods for detecting outliers in the dataset.
All the authors mentioned, but also other ones, in their studies dealt
mostly with the impact of outliers on the resulting bankruptcy prediction
model. In our study, we focus on a deeper analysis of the outliers to determine whether being an outlier can be a sign of the corporate non-prosperity.
In this respect, therefore, our study is considered innovative in this field.

Research methodology
In our analysis, we focused on the data of Slovak companies. We describe
the data file in the next part of the article and in the tables in Annex (Table
2 and Table 3) in more details. Since primary data showed a high number
of extreme values, we applied two approaches to mark them for future
analysis. Firstly, we focused on the values of all variables (financial ratios)
and secondly, we analysed the existence of multidimensional outlying observations. For each individual variable, we marked as potential outliers the
values of the variable lying outside the 2.2-multiple of the interquartile
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range (IQR). Usually, 1.5-multiple of IQR is used, but as shown in Hoaglin
& Iglewicz (1987, pp. 1147–1149), this value can sometimes mark as outliers also those values of variables that are not real ones.. Therefore, according to these authors, the use of 2.2-multiple of IQR is preferable. To identify multivariate outliers, the Mahalanobis distance is a suitable metric. The
procedure of detecting multidimensional extreme values is processed according to Tabachnick and Fidell (2012). To verify that some measurement
defined as:
is a multivariate outlier, we create a variable
=1−

(

,

),

(1)

is the cumulative distribution function of the random variwhere
able with
−distribution,
is the number of financial ratios in the
analysis, and
is the Mahalanobis distance for -th observation. The
variable is used to identify multivariate outliers. If it holds:
< 0.001,

(2)

it indicates that the unit is a multivariate outlier. A value of 0.001 is recommended by Tabachnick and Fidell (2012).
In our analysis we suppose that the fact that a company is a potential
outlier may be related to being a non-prosperous entity. We, therefore, focused on the dependence between these two features. Using the statistical
procedures, we need to check whether there exists a statistically significant
dependence between the fact that the company is a potential outlier or not
and the fact that the company is prosperous or not. To identify the dependence, we use the standard Pearson chi-square independence test with the
null hypothesis about the independence of the attributes “being an outlier”
and “being prosperous”. The test variable and critical area of the test is
counted according to (Benhamou & Melot, 2018). Rejection of the null
hypothesis means that there is a statistically significant association between
being a potential outlier and a non-prosperity of a company.
Another point of view we focused on in a dataset of potential outliers,
was the fact whether or not there are significantly more non-prosperous
companies among outliers than among non-outliers. Thus, we compared the
proportion of non-prosperous companies of outliers and non-outliers by the
test of equality of proportions in two independent samples. Zero hypothesis
of this test is that the proportion of non-prosperous companies is the same,
i.e. there are just as much non-prosperous companies among outliers as
363
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among non-outliers. The test variable and critical area of this test are counted according to Eberhardt and Flinger (1977, pp. 151–155). Rejecting
a zero hypothesis means that, among outliers, there are much more companies that are non-prosperous than prosperous. Therefore, we need to think
properly if it is appropriate to exclude these companies from the database in
order to avoid loss of information that could be useful in constructing
a bankruptcy prediction model.
Finally, we focused on the values of the financial ratios of outlying
companies. We compared the mean values for prosperous and nonprosperous companies by using a standard t-test according to Wilks (1946,
pp. 257–281). Zero hypothesis is that the mean values of the ratios are the
same for prosperous and non-prosperous companies. Rejecting a zero hypothesis indicates that among outliers, the average value of the financial
ratio is significantly different for prosperous and non-prosperous companies.
Data
Similarly, like the authors of other studies in Slovakia, we decided to
choose the predictors that are the most frequently used in the prediction
models worldwide (Valaskova et al., 2017, pp. 30–38). We used financial
ratios of real Slovak companies from the Amadeus database from the year
2017. After a thorough check of the data in terms of correctness and completeness, we chose the most commonly used ratios, depicted in Table 1.
These variables, which will be the predictors in the prediction model of the
financial health of Slovak companies, were subsequently checked for outliers based on the quartile margins and multivariate outliers using (1) and (2).
After the checking, the dataset of 62,932 companies was divided into 256
outliers and 62,676 non-outliers.
Then, the prosperity of the company was verified according to the current amendment to Act no. 513/1991 Coll. Commercial Code, where the
institute of "the company or the firm in crisis" was established from January 1st, 2016 (Valaskova et al., 2017, pp. 30–38). In Table 2, there are
counts and the percentages of companies in the set of potential outliers and
in the set of non-outliers divided into prosperous and non-prosperous companies. As we can see from Table 2, there is a much larger proportion of
non-prosperous companies among outliers (nearly 40%), while only 15% of
non-prosperous companies are non-outliers.
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Further, we will verify three hypotheses:
− The first hypothesis says that mean values of financial ratios of outliers
and of non-outliers are significantly different for non-prosperous companies. This will be verified by a standard t-test for equality of means of
two independent samples (Ahmad et al., 2018, p. 3060).
− The second hypothesis says that the proportion of non-prosperous companies among outliers is higher than among non-outliers. This will be
verified by the test of equality of proportions in two independent samples.
− The third hypothesis says that the fact the company belongs to the set of
outliers is dependent on the fact that the company is non-prosperous.
This will be verified by the test of independence in the contingency table.
The weakness of this approach is the fact that in the case of using another way to identify outliers the results might be different. However, the
strength of the study is that we propose three different points of view to
verify the relationship between the features of the companies "to be an outlier" and "to be a non-prosperous company".

Results
Differences between outliers and non-outliers companies
Table 3 shows the basic statistical characteristics of all financial ratios mentioned in the previous section. The characteristics are presented separately
for prosperous and non-prosperous companies. Moreover, each group is
divided into companies that were marked as outliers and for those that were
not. As was supposed, the means are different for outliers and non-outliers.
For prosperous companies, the values of financial ratios of outliers are on
average much higher than for non-outliers, which could be the reason for
consideration to exclude them from the dataset. For non-prosperous companies, the situation is similar as in the case of prosperous companies. The
means of profitability ratios, debt and capital structure ratios and ratios of
activity are higher for outlying companies than for non-outlying ones. In
the case of liquidity ratios, the situation is opposite. Except for L4, liquidity
of outliers is lower than of non-outliers. Comparing the variability of outliers and non-outliers, we can see that the variability of outliers is much
higher than of non-outliers. This also could be the reason for consideration
of their exclusion from the database of Slovak companies. We have to con-
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sider this step in the process of the formation of the bankruptcy prediction
model.
As it is visible in Table 3, there are also differences between means of
financial ratios of prosperous and non-prosperous companies among outliers. Therefore, we performed a test of differences of these mean values to
analyse, to check whether they are statistically significant. Due to the huge
ranges of samples, we can use a standard independent two-sample t-test
(Wilks, 1946, pp. 257–281). The test results are summarized in Table 4.
The equivalence of variances was confirmed by statistical test only for the
ratios R3 and A2. The p-values of the tests show that using the significance
level 0.05, the null hypotheses about the equivalence of mean values were
rejected only for ratios R1, R2, L1, Z4, A1. All other ratios do not have
significantly different mean values for prosperous and for non-prosperous
companies in the set of outliers. This could mean that these five ratios
could be considered as suitable predictors of a company non-prosperity.
However, the current ratio 3 is often used for this identification. Thus, we
can say that even for this reason it could be considered to exclude these
outlying companies from the database, which will be further used to derive
the prediction model for identification of the company failure.
Relationship between being an outlier and being a non-prosperous entity
Now we focus on the set of outlying companies and analyse whether
there exists some relationship between the fact, that the company is an outlier and the fact that the company is a non-prosperous enterprise. The count
and percentage of the prosperous and non-prosperous companies between
outlying and non-outlying companies are given in contingency Table 5. It
shows that there is a larger proportion of non-prosperous companies among
outliers than among non-outliers. This indicates a statistically significant
association between “being an outlying company” and “being a nonprosperous company”. This hypothesis is tested by the Pearson chi-square
independence test (Bengamou & Melot, 2018). The results of this test and
other tests of independence are in Table 6. As the p-value (Asymp. Sig.) of
all tests is less than any commonly used significance level, we reject the
null hypothesis about independence between the variables. In addition, we
can claim that there exists a significant association between the nonprosperity of company and the fact whether or not the company is an outlier. The intensity of this association is measured by Phi and Cramer's V
coefficients (Table 7). According to these results, the association between
the features "to be an outlier" and "to be a non-prosperous" is weak but
nevertheless is statistically significant.
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Proportions of non-prosperous companies in the sets of outliers and nonoutliers
As already mentioned, almost 40 % of companies among the outliers
and 15 % among non-outliers are non-prosperous. Testing the equality of
the proportions (Eberhardt & Flinger, 1977, pp. 151–155) we determine
whether this difference is statistically significant. The result of the test is in
Table 8. According to the value of significance level, the null hypothesis
about an equal proportion of non-prosperous companies between outliers
and non-outliers is rejected. It can be concluded that the proportion of nonprosperous companies is significantly higher in the set of outlying companies than in the non-outlying one.

Discussion
Companies may be multivariate outliers with respect to other companies
because they are in financial distress and therefore the value of their financial ratios differ extremely from those of other companies. It is, therefore,
necessary to make deep preparation of the database with respect to these
identified facts so that we do not lose the information that might be needed
to create the bankruptcy prediction model. Similar studies of other authors
focus mainly on these aspects of database preparation for creating bankruptcy prediction models. They focused in their study mainly on the presence of outliers in the database and their impact on the resulting model and
its prediction or classification ability.
For example, Pawelek et al. (2015) in their study focused on the influence of outliers on the effectiveness of the logit model constructed with the
database including or omitting the detected (one-dimensional and also multivariate) outliers. Their model was created for Polish companies covering
the year 2009. Consequently, the difference between the distributions of the
variables with and without the outliers was tested. Because of a small number of bankrupt companies, the authors tried to identify them as onedimensional outliers comparing with the healthy companies. Finally, they
identified seven financial indicators that contained a higher number of
bankrupt companies as outliers. Regarding the created logistic prediction
models, the authors compared the prediction power of models created with
and without outliers. However, the resulting model did not reach the prediction power of 50%, so they do not consider it suitable for predicting the
financial difficulties of Polish companies (Pawelek et al., 2015).
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Kostrzewska et al. (2016) in their study used the results of previous
studies that presented an improvement in the prediction ability of the model
created after exclusion of outliers from the database. Therefore, they used
six methods of one-dimensional and multivariate outliers, which were excluded from the database of companies. Then, the authors compared the
prediction power of models created from the original database and also
from a database in which outliers were removed by some of the methods
used. The results in this study confirmed the improvement of the prediction
ability of the generated models after excluding the outliers from the database (Kostrzewska et al., 2016).
Thsai and Cheng (2012) focused their paper on the effect of removing
different outlier volumes on bankruptcy prediction for different datasets.
Detection of outliers was distribution-based, distance-based and densitybased. An interesting feature of this study is the use of a database of excluded outlying businesses as a test sample in prediction models created.
The study showed that when larger numbers of outliers are removed, the
prediction models perform better and prediction accuracy of models excluding outliers is always higher than that of models trained and tested
without outlier removal (Thais & Cheng, 2012).
In the study of Linares-Mustaros et al. (2018), the authors used cluster
analysis to create covariates, which are then used to create a model for predicting bankruptcy. In doing so, they also focused on the detection of outliers in the data used. However, they state that when working with financial
ratios, either outliers need to be removed from the sample prior to performing the cluster analysis or the number of clusters has been increased (Linares-Mustaros et al., 2018).
It can be seen that other authors do not analyse if the fact that an enterprise is an outlier proves that it is non-prosperous, as was presented in this
study. Therefore, we do consider the study to be a pioneer in this area.

Conclusions
In this paper, we focused on the analysis of a database of Slovak companies
and their financial ratios. In the database preparation phase, we checked the
dataset for the existence of potential outlying values, not only onedimensional but also as multivariate outliers according to Tabachnick and
Fidell (2012). On one hand, it could be appropriate to exclude these companies from the database because the values of outliers could cause changes
in the results of statistical tests and procedures in the subsequent creation of
the corporate bankruptcy prediction model. Moreover, looking at the mean
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values of the financial ratios of the outliers, we found that it was problematic to identify prosperous and non-prosperous companies as they did not
differ significantly in the mean values of financial ratios. For this reason, it
could be indeed appropriate to exclude these companies from the database.
However, on the other hand, we have found that the fact that the company is an outlier is somehow interconnected with the fact that it is in
a state of financial distress. As it was shown in this paper, an association
between being an outlier and being a non-prosperous company exists. Despite the fact, that this association is not very strong, it is statistically significant. The results also indicate that among outliers there is a significantly
higher proportion of non-prosperous companies than the prosperous ones.
All the findings obtained in this study should be taken into account when
developing a database for further creation of bankruptcy prediction model
with a strong prediction ability.
The limitation of this study is that both multivariate and onedimensional outliers were investigated in the database in one way only.
Therefore, in the future research it would be appropriate to apply different
methods of identifying outliers in data files and to compare the results obtained. It would also be useful to create a prediction model and compare its
prediction ability if the database contains outliers and the changes in prediction ability after the removal outliers.
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Annex
Table 1. Financial ratios used in analysis
Ratio
name

Group

Method for
calculation

Ratio
name

Group

ROA EAT (net
return / assets)
ratios of
profitability

ratios of liquidity

ROA EBT (gross
return / assets)
net return / total
incomes
cash ratio
quick ratio
current ratio
net working
capital ratio

ratios of debt
and capital
structure

ratios of
activity

Method for
calculation
coverage ratio of
total assets /
retained earnings
total debts ratio
current debts ratio
loan / assets ratio
equity / debt
total incomes /
assets
total incomes /
current assets

Table 2. Cross-table of variables “being an outlying company” and “being a nonprosperous company”

Non-outlier
Outlier
Total

Prosperous
53 189
84.86%
154
60.16%
53 343
84.76%

Non-prosperous
9 487
15.14%
102
39.84%
9 589
15.24%

Total
62 676
100.00%
256
100.00%
62 932
100.00%

Table 3. Statistical characteristics of prosperous and non-prosperous sets of
outliers and non-outliers

Prosperous

Variable
R1
R2
R3
L1
L2
L3
L4
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
A1
A2

Outliers
Mean
38.06
45.24
-71937.00
454.00
2 662.19
2 766.02
-232.52
-383.39
288.56
233.21
42736.00
3 961.32
1476223.00
138776.00

Std Dev
299.07
315.95
929 240.49
1 068.33
24 412.92
24 405.80
1 921.27
2 478.74
2 042.15
1 921.30
14062.00
24 950.8
6 127 126.36
723 068.2

Non-outliers
Mean
Std Dev
0.086
43678.00
0.131
41275.00
-14.8
512.91
43710.00
21490.00
30042.00
24.73
5.221
24.95
0.09
31107.00
-0.21
16558.00
0.73
35125.00
0.62
31107.00
0.08
0.31
43529.00
32.19
446.73
15 105.44
147.37
3 783.91

Table 4. Continued
Variable

Mean
-424.78
-408.91
-19754.00
0.04
0.09
0.12
-1 515.5
-1 473.2
1 561.51
1 516.21
27.81
-0.79
431871.00
115523.00

Non-prosperous

R1
R2
R3
L1
L2
L3
L4
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
A1
A2

Outliers
Std Dev
2 085.86
2 054.66
89 257.82
0.11
0.2
0.26
6 570.94
5 876.81
6 575.34
6 571.04
123.61
0.38
1416639.00
380 569.38

Non-outliers
Mean
Std Dev
-1.1
6.816
-0.99
24624.00
-163.79
3 282.03
0.12
0.17
0.31
0.27
0.41
0.3
-3.43
18.35
-3.42
18.82
12510.00
18.94
43620.00
18.39
0.24
43497.00
-0.37
0.31
1 828.65
33 744.57
366.97
5 487.10

Table 5. t-test for equality of means between prosperous and non-prosperous
companies among outliers
Variable
R1
R2
R3
L1
L2
L3
L4
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4
Z5
A1
A2

Equal variances
not assumed
not assumed
assumed
not assumed
not assumed
not assumed
not assumed
not assumed
not assumed
not assumed
not assumed
not assumed
not assumed
assumed

T
2.226
2.215
-0.565
5.273
1.353
1.406
1.918
1.771
-1.896
-1.918
-2.174
1.971
2.035
0.298

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.028
0.029
0.573
0.000
0.178
0.162
0.058
0.079
0.061
0.058
0.032
0.051
0.043
0.766

Table 6. Contingency table of prosperous and non-prosperous companies among
outliers and non-outliers

outlier

No
Yes

Total

outlier * prosperity Cross-table
prosperous
non-prosperous
Count
53189
9487
% within outlier
84.86%
15.14%
Count
154
102
% within outlier
60.16%
39.84%
Count
53343
9589
% within outlier
84.76%
15.24%

Total
62676
100.00%
256
100.00%
62932
100.00%

Table 7. Test of independence of variables “being an outlier” and “being a nonprosperous company”
Chi-Square Tests
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correction
Likelihood Ratio

Value
120.506
118.600
90.966

Asymp. Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 8. Correlation measures of variables “being an outlier” and “being a nonprosperous company”
Correlation Measures
Phi
Cramer's V

Value
0.044
0.044

Approx. Sig.
0.000
0.000

Table 9. Test of equality of proportions of non-prosperous companies among
outliers and non-outliers
Test
Proportions equality test

Value
10.978

Asymp. Sig.
0.000

